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Abstract
We extend a theorem of D. Rees on the existence of Rees valuations of an ideal A of a Noetherian
ring to Noetherian multiplicative lattices L. This result also extends a result of D.P. Brithinee. We then
apply this to projective equivalence and asymptotic primes of rational powers of A. In particular, it is
shown that if L is a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, A ∈ L, {P1, . . . ,Pr } is the set of centers of the
Rees valuations v1, . . . , vr of A and e is the least common multiple of the Rees numbers e1(A), . . . , er (A)
of A, then Ass(L/An/e) ⊆ {P1, . . . ,Pr }, where Aβ =
∨{x ∈ L | vA(x)  β}. Further, if A  q for each
minimal prime q ∈ L, then Ass(L/An/e) ⊆ Ass(L/An/e+k/e) for each n ∈ N, where k/e is in a certain
additive subsemigroup of Q+ which is naturally associated to the set of members of L which are projectively
equivalent to A. These latter results are new even in the case of rings and extend results of L.J. Ratliff who
gave them for rings in the case that the n/e and k/e are integers.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let I and J be regular ideals in a local (Noetherian) commutative ring R. Let R, N and N0
denote the real numbers, the positive integers and the nonnegative integers, respectively. In [24]
Samuel defined, for each n ∈ N, m(n) to be the largest k ∈ N such that Jn ⊆ I k , showed that
limn→∞ m(n)/n = lI (J ) exists in R ∪ {∞} and used this to define the following equivalence
relations. In the terminology of [21], ideals I and J are said to be asymptoticly equivalent if
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this in terms of pseudo-valuations. Recall that a pseudo-valuation is a map v :R → R ∪ {∞}
satisfying (i) v(0) = ∞, v(1) = 0, (ii) v(x − y)min{v(x), v(y)} and (iii) v(xy) v(x)+ v(y)
for all x, y ∈ R. If further, v(xn) = nv(x) for all x ∈ R and n ∈ N, the pseudo-valuation v is said
to be homogeneous. If v(xy) = v(x)+ v(y) for all x, y ∈ R, v is called a valuation. In [21,23]
Rees noted that if we take J in Samuel’s definition to be a principal ideal xR, and define vI (x)
to be sup{n ∈ N0 | x ∈ In}, then vI is a pseudo-valuation, vI (x) = limn→∞ vI (xn)/n exists in
R ∪ {∞} and lI (J ) = inf{vI (x) | x ∈ J }. He further showed:
(1) vI is the smallest homogeneous pseudo-valuation greater that vI ;
(2) the integral closure Ia of I is Is = {x ∈ R | vI (x) 1};
(3) there exist unique normalized valuations vi :R → N0 ∪ {∞} and integers ei , i = 1, . . . , r ,
such that vI (x) = min{vi(x)/ei | i = 1, . . . , r} for all x ∈ R;
(4) ideals I and J are asymptotically equivalent if and only if Ia = Ja ; and
(5) I and J are projectively equivalent if and only if (I r )a = (J s)a for some r, s ∈ N.
Since that time these results of Rees, especially (3), have become ubiquitous in Noetherian
commutative ring theory. The object of this note is to extend the well known and useful result (3)
to Noetherian multiplicative lattices, as developed in [9], and to give some consequences for as-
ymptotic primes and projective equivalence. In [12], statement (2) was extended to Noetherian
multiplicative lattices and in [5], statement (3) was shown to hold in those Noetherian multiplica-
tive lattices which have no nonzero zero-divisors and also satisfy a certain finiteness condition.
In the case of rings this finiteness condition corresponds to the finiteness condition used by Rees
in [22] to give his second case of his valuation theorem before giving the result (3) in [23]. A key
impediment to (3) in both [5,22], was the lack of the Mori–Nagata theorem. In this note, we ob-
tain part (3) for all Noetherian multiplicative lattices (Theorem 6.12). We then use Theorem 6.12
to give generalizations of some well known results on asymptotic prime ideals, which are new,
even in the case of commutative rings.
To describe these results, recall that in [14] it is shown that for each integrally closed ideal J
of a Noetherian ring R that is projectively equivalent to a regular ideal I of R, there is a unique
largest β ∈ Q+ such that J = Iβ = {x ∈ R | vI (x)  β}, and that for such β and γ , (IβIγ )a =
Iβ+γ . It follows that the set P(I ) of integrally closed ideals that are projectively equivalent to I
forms a semigroup that is order isomorphic to a discrete additive subsemigroup of the rational
numbers. In their forthcoming book [10], Craig Huneke and Irena Swanson consider the ideals of
the form Iβ for any rational number β ∈ Q+, and call these ideals the rational powers of I . It is
easy to see that these ideals are integrally closed, and that In = (In)a for n ∈ N. In Theorem 8.1,
we generalize Ratliff’s theorem on the stability of the sets AssR(R/(In)a), n ∈ N, to the sets,
AssR(R/Iβ), β ∈ Q+. In the case that β ∈ N, our proof of Theorem 8.1 shows directly that if L
is a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, A ∈ L and P1, . . . ,Pr are the centers of a certain subset of
the set of Rees valuations of A, then Ass(L/(An)a) ⊆ {P1, . . . ,Pr} with equality for n large. In
particular, this furnishes a short and apparently new proof of a result of L.J. Ratliff [20] on the
finiteness of the set
⋃∞
n=1 Ass(L/(An)a). Extensions to rational powers of the well known results
Ass(L/(An)a) ⊆ Ass(L/(An+1)a) for each n ∈ N (Theorem 8.4), and ⋃∞n=1 Ass(L/(An)a) ⊆⋃∞
n=1 Ass(L/An) (Theorem 8.7) are also given. These results on asymptotic primes also improve
some results of Becerra on lattices [4].
Recall [9], that a multiplicative lattice is a complete modular lattice L with a commutative,
associative multiplication which distributes over arbitrary joins and such that the largest element
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(respectively join principal) if (B ∧ (A : M))M = A ∧ MB (respectively (AM ∨ B) : M =
A∨ (B : M)) for all A,B ∈ L. If M is both meet principal and join principal, then M is said to
be principal. If each element B of L is the join of a family of principal elements of L, L is said
to be principally generated. In [9], Dilworth defined a multiplicative lattice to be Noetherian
if it is modular, principally generated and satisfies the ascending chain condition (ACC). He
then obtained the primary decomposition theorems of E. Noether and also the Krull principal
ideal theorem and Krull intersection theorem in Noetherian multiplicative lattices. In [16] the
authors used [5,6], to extend the Mori–Nagata theorem [15, Theorem 33.10], from integral do-
mains to lattices. (See Theorem 3.12 of this paper.) In this paper this Mori–Nagata theorem is
used to extend a result [5, Theorem 4.45], on the existence of Rees valuations, to any Noetherian
multiplicative lattice, and to give some consequences for asymptotic primes and projective equiv-
alence.
In Sections 2–4 we review some of the basic properties of multiplicative lattices that we
will use including the definition of the quotient field lattice, as developed in [5,6]. We also re-
view some results on localization and integrality in multiplicative lattices and the A transform
R(L,A). In Section 5, we give an explicit description of the quotient field lattice QR(L,A) of
the A-transform R(L,A) in the case that L is Noetherian and without zero-divisors and use it to
give a description of the a-closure of R(L,A) in this case. In Section 6, we prove the existence
of Rees valuations in Noetherian multiplicative lattices and some uniqueness results on the Rees
valuations. In Section 7, we extend to lattices some results in [14] on the set P(I ) of ideals J
which are projectively equivalent to a given regular ideal which are needed for our results on
asymptotic primes. These results on P(I ) improve some of the results in [14] by weakening the
requirement that I be regular. The results mentioned above on asymptotic primes are given in
Section 8.
2. Preliminary results on cl-monoids
In this section we review some of the basic results on cl-monoids from [5,6].
Definition 2.1. A cl-monoid is a complete lattice-ordered (multiplicative) monoid L such that
(1) if 0 is the smallest element of L, 0A = 0 for each A ∈ L, and (2) for any family {Bλ ∈ L |
λ ∈ Λ}, A(∨{Bλ | λ ∈ Λ}) =∨{ABλ | λ ∈ Λ}. The multiplicative identity of L is denoted R. If
R is the largest element of L, the lattice is said to be integral. The set I = {A ∈ L | A R} is a
subcl-monoid of L which is integral. Residuation is defined for A,B ∈ L as A : B =∨{C ∈ L |
CB  A}. We denote R : A by A−1. (Thus in the case that L is integral, A−1 = R.) If A  B
in L, we denote {C ∈ L | A C  B} by [A,B].
The following are examples of a cl-monoids.
Example 2.2. (1) If R is a subring of a commutative ring R′, the set of R-submodules of R′ is a
cl-monoid.
(2) If M is a cancellative torsion-free abelian monoid and R is a graded subring of the M-
graded commutative ring R′, the set of graded R-submodules of R′ is a cl-monoid.
(3) Let M is a multiplicative cancellative monoid with quotient group G, and let M0, G0 be
the monoids obtained by adjoining a zero element 0 to each. Let L(M0) = {A ⊆ G0 | M0A ⊆ A},
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cl-monoid.
If L is a cl-monoid with identity R, an element A ∈ L is said to be a ring element of L
if R  A and A is subidempotent, that is AA  A. If A is a ring element of L, then from
R  A, we get A = RA  A2, so A = A2. If R′ is a ring element of L, the elements of the set
I ′ = I(R′) = {AR′ | A ∈ L, A R′} are called R′-ideal elements of L, and the elements in the
set L′ = L(R′) = {AR′ | A ∈ L} are called R′-module elements of L. Observe that if A ∈ L,
then A = AR  AR′. If R′ is a ring element of L, then L(R′) and I(R′) are subcl-monoids
of L with multiplicative identity R′, and R′ is the greatest element of I ′ [6, Proposition 1.4].
Further, if [A : B]L(R′), and [A : B]I(R′) denote residuation in L(R′) and I(R′), respectively,
then [A : B]L(R′) = (A : B) for A,B ∈ L(R′), and [A : B]I(R′) = (A : B)∧R′ for A,B ∈ I(R′)
[6, Lemma 1.5].
Definition 2.3. An element M of a cl-monoid L is said to be
(a) L-meet principal if (A∧ (B : M))M  B ∧MA for all A,B ∈ L;
(b) L-join principal if (A∨BM) : M  B ∨ (A : M) for all A,B ∈ L; and
(c) L-principal if M is both L-meet principal and L-join principal.
We sometimes write “principal” for L-principal if there is no danger of confusion, and sim-
ilarly for L-meet principal and L-join principal. It follows that: (1) the opposite inequalities in
(a) and (b) always hold, (2) the elements 0 and R of L are principal, (3) meet principal elements
and join principal elements are closed under multiplication [6, 1.10]. We also use the following
result several times.
Proposition 2.4. [6, Proposition 1.11] LetL be a cl-monoid and let R′ be a ring element ofL. If X
is L-meet or L-join principal in L then XR′ is L(R′)-meet or L(R′)-join principal, respectively.
If each element of a cl-monoid L is a join of principal elements, L is said to be principally
generated. An element M ∈ L is said to be invertible if MN = R for some N ∈ L. In this case it
follows that N = R : M = M−1. Also, if A, B and C ∈ L with A invertible, then B : A = BA−1,
and the distributive law (B ∧C)A = BA∧CA holds [6, Lemma 1.19].
Definition 2.5. A cl-monoid L is said to be a q.f. lattice if the following hold.
(1) AK = K for every nonzero A ∈ L, where K =∨L.
(2) L is principally generated.
(3) There is a compact invertible element in L.
(4) For each A ∈ L \ {0}, A∧R 
= 0.
An element M ∈ L is said to be a zero-divisor if M 
= 0 and MN = 0 for some nonzero
element N ∈ L. It is shown in [6, Theorems 5.19] that if L is a principally generated multi-
plicative lattice without zero-divisors, then L can be embedded into a q.f. lattice L. Further, if
each principal element of L is compact, then by [6, Theorem 5.22], there exists a one-to-one cl-
monoid homomorphism f :L → L such that f (L) = I(f (R)). Further, by [6, Proposition 1.21]
or [16, Proposition 2.3], each I-principal element of I is L-principal. There is also a uniqueness
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and for any X ∈ L, X is L-principal if and only if it is L′-principal, then there is a q.f. lattice iso-
morphism L′ → L which extends f . Therefore, under these conditions, we call L the quotient
field lattice of I .
Example 2.6. Example (1) of 2.2 is a q.f. lattice in the case that R is an integral domain and R′
is the quotient field K of R. Example (2) of 2.2 is a q.f. lattice in the case that R =⊕m∈M Rm is
an M-graded integral domain and R′ is RS , where S is the set of nonzero homogeneous elements
of R. Example (3) of 2.2 is a q.f. lattice.
If L is a q.f. lattice, an element A ∈ L is said to be fractionary if there exists a D ∈ I \ {0}
such that DA ∈ I . An M ∈ L is said to be finitely generated if it is the join of finitely many
principal elements of L.
3. Localization and integral closure in q.f. lattices
In this section we review some of the basic properties of localization and integrality in q.f.
lattices from [5,6]. In this section L denotes a q.f. lattice. If A ∈ L, we denote R ∨A∨A2 ∨ · · ·
by R[A].
Definition 3.1. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let S ⊆ I . If each s ∈ S is L-principal, R ∈ S and
ss′ ∈ S for each s, s′ ∈ S , then S is said to be multiplicative subset for R. If P is a prime
element of I , we let S(P ) = {s ∈ I | s is L-principal and s  P }.
Definition 3.2. Let L be a cl-monoid and let S be a multiplicative subset for R. If A ∈ L, the
localization of A at S is AS =
∨{A : s | s ∈ S}. If S is S(P ) for a prime element P of I , we
denote AS(P ) by AP .
Localization satisfies the usual properties [6, Section 2]. (These are summarized in [16, Propo-
sition 3.1].)
Definition 3.3. [5, Definition 4.8] If L is a q.f. lattice, I is a valuation lattice if for every pair
of L-principal elements A,B ∈ I , either A B or B A. If V is a ring element such that I(V )
is a valuation lattice, then V is said to be a V-ring element. A V-ring elements V is said to be
Noetherian if I(V ) is Noetherian.
Definition 3.4. An A ∈ I is said to be a-dependent on B ∈ I if for some n ∈ N, An+1 
B(A ∨ B)n. Then Ba = ∨{A ∈ I | A is a-dependent on B} is called the a-closure of B in
I [5, Definition 3.14]. An element C ∈ L is said to be a-dependent on R if C = A : y for
A ∈ I and an invertible element y ∈ I where A is a-dependent on y [5, Definition 3.16]. Let
Ra =∨{C ∈ L | C is L-compact and a-dependent on R}. Then Ra is called the a-closure of R
in K [5, Definition 3.35].
Proposition 3.5. [5, Corollary 3.22] Let L be a q.f. lattice. If a compact element C ∈ L is a-
dependent on R and C = A : y for A,y ∈ I with y invertible in L, then A is a-dependent on y.
If for every fractionary A in the q.f. lattice L and every B ∈ I , (A∨B)∧R = (A∧R)∨B ,
then R is said to be an M-element. It follows that R is an M-element if and only if every L-join
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[16, Proposition 3.4], L is modular, and thus each ring element of L is an M-element.
Theorem 3.6. [16, Theorem 4.6] If L is a q.f. lattice and each ring element in L is an M-element,
then Ra =∧{V | V is a V-ring element of L} =∨{C ∈ L | C is L-principal and a-dependent
on R}. In particular, these equalities hold if I is modular.
Corollary 3.7. [16, Corollary 4.8] Let L be a q.f. lattice such that each ring element of L is an
M-element, and let A ∈ L be L-compact. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) ARa .
(2) There exists a compact element D ∈ L such that AD D.
(3) R[A] is compact.
Remark 3.8. Let D be a domain with quotient field K . Then Da is the integral closure of D [5,
Remark 3.37]. If M is a torsion-free monoid with quotient group G, recall that y ∈ G is said to
be integral over M if yn ∈ M for some n ∈ N. It follows that in Example 2.6(3) Ma is the integral
closure of M in G [16, Remark following Corollary 4.8].
If L is a multiplicative lattice with identity R and D ∈ L, recall that [D,R] = {X ∈ L |
D  X} is a multiplicative lattice with multiplication ◦ defined by A ◦ B = AB ∨ D for
A,B ∈ [D,R] [9, pp. 488–489]. The multiplicative lattice [D,R] is also denoted by L/D.
Lemma 3.9. [5, Lemma 3.47] Let R′ be a ring element of L, let A ∈ I(R′), and assume that
[0,R′] is modular. Then the map f : [A,R ∨ A] → [A ∧ R,R] defined by f (B) = B ∧ R for
B ∈ [A,R∨A], is a lattice isomorphism with inverse given by g(C) = C∨A for C ∈ [A∧R,R].
Further R ∨A is a ring element and [A,R ∨A] ⊆ I(R ∨A).
In [6, Definition 4.26], we have the following.
Definition 3.10. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let P denote the set of prime elements of I of height
one. Then I is called a Krull lattice if the following hold.
(1) If P ∈P , then I(RP ) is a Noetherian valuation lattice.
(2) If M ∈ I is L-principal, then there are only finitely many P ∈ P such that M  P .
(3) R =∧{RP | P ∈P}.
As in the ring case, we have the following two results.
Theorem 3.11. [16, Theorem 8.3] If L be a q.f. lattice, then I is a Krull lattice if and only if
there exists a locally finite family {Vλ | λ ∈ Λ} of Noetherian valuation ring elements of L such
that R =∧{Vλ | λ ∈ Λ}.
Theorem 3.12 (Mori–Nagata theorem for q.f. lattices). [16, Theorem 8.4] If L is a q.f. lattice
with I Noetherian, then I(Ra) is a Krull lattice.
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We also need a few facts on the A-transform, as given in [11].
Definition 4.1. Let L be a Noether lattice and let A ∈ L. The A-transform R = R(L,A) is
defined to be the set of all formal sums
∑∞
i=−∞ Bi , Bi ∈ L, such that Ai  Bi  Bi+1 ABi for
each i, where Ai is defined to be R when i  0, along with the operations
(1) ∑Bi ∑Ci if and only if Bi Ci for all i.
(2) ∑Bi ∨∑Ci =∑(Bi ∨Ci).
(3) ∑Bi ∧∑Ci =∑(Bi ∧Ci).
(4) (∑Bi)(∑Ci) =∑i (∨{BrCs | r + s = i}).
If L is a Noether lattice and A ∈ L, then by [11, Theorem 2.11], R(L,A) is a Noether lattice.
Definition 4.2. If L is a Noether lattice and A,B ∈ L with B Ar , then B[r] denotes the small-
est element D =∑Di ∈R(L,A) such that B  Dr , and B∗ denotes the element ∑(B ∧ Ai)
of R(L,A).
Proposition 4.3. [11, Section 2] Let L be a Noether lattice and A ∈ L. Then the following hold
where, as noted in Definition 4.1, Ai = R for i  0.
(1) The multiplicative and meet identity of R(L,A) is R∗ =∑Ai .
(2) If B ∈ L with B Ar then B[r] =∑(BAi−r ) =∑Di where Di = BAi−r .
(3) If B,C ∈ L with B Ar and C Ar , then B[r] ∨C[r] = (B ∨C)[r].
(4) If B,C ∈ L with B Ar and C As , then B[r]C[s] = (BC)[r+s].
(5) If B ∈ L is principal with B Ar then B[r] is principal.
(6) If B =∑Bi ∈ R(L,A) and C ∈ L with C  Ar , then BC[r] =∑i Bi−rC. In particular
BR[−r] =∑i Bi+r .
Examination of Definition 4.1 and the proof in [11] of the above result shows that the
Noetherian hypothesis on L is not necessary. This hypothesis was included in [11] because the
applications of the A-transform in [11] concerned Noetherian multiplicative lattices. In fact non-
Noetherian multiplicative lattices were apparently first considered by D.D. Anderson in his 1974
dissertation under Irving Kaplansky [1]. See [3] for a good survey.
The following simple lemma is basic to what follows.
Lemma 4.4. If L is a multiplicative lattice without zero-divisors and A ∈ L, then R(L,A) has
no zero-divisors.
Proof. Suppose BC = 0, B = ∑Bi , C = ∑Ci ∈ R(L,A), with B 
= 0. Then Bj 
= 0 for
some j . Then (
∑
Bi)(
∑
Ci) =∑i Di where Di = ∨{BrCs | r + s = i} = 0 for each i. In
particular, BjCs Dj+s = 0 for each s ∈ Z. Thus C = 0. 
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Let L be a quotient field lattice with L = I and let A ∈ L. In this section we describe the
quotient field lattice of the A-transform R(L,A) and develop some of its properties. In this
section we do not assume that L is Noetherian except where it is specified.
Definition 5.1. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let A ∈ I = L. Let QR=QR(L,A) denote the set of
all formal sums
∑∞
i=−∞ Bi , Bi ∈ L, such that Bi  Bi+1 ABi for each i, where Ai is defined
to be R when i  0, along with the operations
(1) ∑Bi ∑Ci if and only if Bi  Ci for all i.
(2) ∑Bi ∨∑Ci =∑(Bi ∨Ci).
(3) ∑Bi ∧∑Ci =∑(Bi ∧Ci).
(4) (∑Bi)(∑Ci) =∑i (∨{BrCs | r + s = i}).
Lemma 5.2. With L and A as in the above definition, QR = QR(L,A) is a cl-monoid with
identity element R∗ =∑i Ai . Further QR is modular if L is.
Proof. It is easily seen thatQR is a complete lattice which is modular ifL is. It is also immediate
that the multiplication (4) is a multiplication on QR which is commutative, associative and
distributes over arbitrary joins of elements ofQR. To see that R∗ =∑i Ai is the identity ofQR,
let B =∑i Bi ∈QR. Then R∗B has ith coordinate ∨r+s=i ArBs . But A0Bi = RBi = Bi and
ArBs  Br+s = Bi if r  0. If r < 0, then since r + s = i, s > i, and then ArBs = Bs  Bi . 
Definition 5.3. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let A ∈ I . If B ∈ L, then B[r] denotes the smallest
element D =∑Di ∈QR(L,A) such that B Dr .
Lemma 5.4. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let A ∈ I . If B ∈ L, then B[r] =∑i BAi−r =∑i Di with
Di = BAi−r . If also C ∈ L, then B[r] ∨C[r] = (B ∨C)[r].
Proof. Clearly
∑
i BA
i−r =∑i Di satisfies Di  Di+1  ADi for each i. That is BAi−r 
BAi+1−r A(BAi−r ). Thus∑i BAi−r ∈QR. Since B = BAr−r = Dr , we have B Dr .
Now let E ∈ QR with B  Er . Then Dr  Er and for each i  r , Ei  ErAi−r 
BAi−r = Di . For i < r , Ei Er  B = BAi−r = Di . Thus D E.
It is clear that B[r] ∨C[r] = (B ∨C)[r]. 
From Lemma 5.4, it is clear that R[0] = R∗, the identity of QR(L,A). The fact that R[0] acts
as the identity element in QR(L,A) is also a special case of the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let A ∈ I . If B ∈QR(L,A) and C ∈ L, then BC[r] =∑
i Bi−rC.
Proof. The ith coordinate of BC[r] is
∨
m+n=i Bm(CAn−r ). Let m + n = i. If m > i − r , then
n = i −m< i − (i − r) = r . So Bm(C[r])n = Bm(CAn−r ) = BmC  Bi−rC. If m< i − r , then
n = i − m > i − (i − r) = r . So Bm(C[r])n = BmCAn−r  Bm+n−rC = Bi−rC. If m = i − r ,
then n = r and Bm(C[r])n = Bi−rC. So Bi−rC ∨m+n=i Bm(C[r])n  Bi−rC. 
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Proof. By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, C[r]D[s] has ith coordinate (C[r])i−sD = CAi−s−rD =
CDAi−(s+r), which is the ith coordinate of (CD)[r+s]. 
Lemma 5.7. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let A ∈ I . If C ∈ QR and B ∈ L, then C : B[r] =∑
i (Ci+r : B).
Proof. Let D ∈QR satisfy DB[r]  C. Then Di−r (B[r])r  Ci for each i. Thus Di−rB  Ci
for each i. Thus Di−r Ci : B for each i. Let Ei = Ci+r : B for each i. Then Ei Ei+1 AEi
for each i. So E =∑i Ei ∈QR. Also by Lemma 5.5, (EB[r])i = Ei−rB which is (Ci : B)B 
Ci for all i. Thus E = C : B[r]. 
Theorem 5.8. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let A ∈ I . If B ∈ L is principal, then B[r] is a principal
element of QR.
Proof. Let C,D ∈ QR. By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7, ((C ∧ (D : B[r])B[r]))i =
(C ∧ (D : B[r]))i−rB = (Ci−r ∧ (Di : B))B and since B is principal, this is Ci−rB ∧ Di =
(CB[r] ∧D)i for all i.
Similarly, (((C ∨ DB[r]) : B[r]))i = (Ci+r ∨ DiB) : B , and since B is principal this is
(Ci+r : B)∨Di = ((C : B[r])∨D)i for all i. 
Lemma 5.9. Let L be a q.f. lattice and let A ∈ I . If B ∈QR then B is a join of principal elements
of the form D[r] with D ∈ L principal.
Proof. Observe that if i < j , then (B[i]i )j = BiAj−i = (BiA)Aj−i−1  Bi+1Aj−i−1 =
(B
[i+1]
i+1 )j . If i  j , then (B
[i]
i )j = BiAj−i = BiAj−i−1  Bi+1Aj−i−1 = (B[i+1]i+1 )j . So for
fixed j , the j th coordinate (B[i]i )j of B
[i]
i is an increasing function of i for i < j . For i = j ,
(B
[i]
i )j = Bj . For i  j , (B[i]i )j is a decreasing function of i. Therefore we have B =
∨
i B
[i]
i .
Thus it suffices to show that if B ∈ L, then B[r] is a join of principal elements of the form D[r]
with D principal in L. But this follows from Theorem 5.8. 
Theorem 5.10. If L is a q.f. lattice and A ∈ I , thenQR=QR(L,A) is a q.f. lattice with identity
element R∗ =∑i Ai = R[0] and integral elements R(L,A).
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 QR is a cl-monoid with identity element R∗ =∑i Ai . To see that QR is
a q.f. lattice, let K =∨L. Then clearly the largest element of QR is the element ∑i Ki where
Ki = K for each i ∈ Z. Also it is immediate that for each B =∑i Bi ∈QR\{0}, B∧R∗ 
= 0. By
Lemma 5.9 QR is principally generated. Further, since L is a q.f. lattice, L contains a compact
invertible element. It follows that the identity element R of L is compact [6, Proposition 1.2.1 and
Lemma 1.26]. (See [16, Proposition 2.3 and the paragraph following it].) If R[0] ∨{Bλ | λ ∈ Λ}
for some family of Bλ =∑i Bλ i ∈QR, then R ∨{Bλ0 | λ ∈ Λ}. It follows easily from this
that R[0] is compact. Thus QR(L,A) is a q.f. lattice with integral elements R(L,A). 
Lemma 5.11. Let L be a q.f. lattice with integral elements I = L and let A ∈ I . If L is
Noetherian and each L-principal element of L is L-principal, then each R(L,A)-principal ele-
ment of R(L,A) is QR(L,A)-principal.
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That is (C ∧ (D : B))B = CB ∧ D for each C,D ∈ QR. Since B is compact, it suffices,
by the usual properties of localization (summarized in [16, Proposition 3.1]), to show that
((C ∧ (D : B))B)P = (CB ∧D)P for each maximal element P ∈R.
By [11, Theorem 2.10], B = B1[f (1)] ∨ B2[f (2)] ∨ · · · ∨ Bn[f (n)] for some n ∈ N where
each Bi is I-principal and thus, by hypothesis, L-principal. Therefore by Lemma 5.9, each
B
[f (i)]
i is QR-principal. Let P be a maximal element of R. Since B ∈ R is R-principal, BP
is I(R∗P )-principal by the usual properties of localization ([6, Propositions 2.4, 2.12 and 2.14] or
[16, Proposition 3.1(3)]). Also each (B[f (i)]i )P is QR(RP )-principal by Proposition 2.4. Since
I(R∗P ) is local, BP ∈ I(R∗P ) is principal and BP = (B1[f (1)])P ∨ (B2[f (2)])P ∨· · ·∨ (Bn[f (n)])P ,
then by [11, proof of Theorem 2.10], BP = (B[f (i)]i )P for some i. Then ((C ∧ (D : B))B)P =
(CP ∧ (DP : BP ))BP = (CP ∧ (DP : (B[f (i)]i )P ))(B[f (i)]i )P , and since (B[f (i)]i )P is QR(RP )-
principal, this is equal to CP (B[f (i)]i )P ∧ DP = CPBP ∧ DP = (CB ∧ D)P . Since this holds
for each maximal element P of R(L,A), B is QR-meet principal. To see that B is QR-join
principal, we could use a similar argument, or use the fact that principal and meet principal
are equivalent for cl-monoids. (See [6, Proposition 1.21] or [16, Proposition 2.3].) Thus each
R(L,A)-principal element is QR-principal. 
If L is a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, then each element of L is compact. Thus if L has
no zero-divisors, then, as noted prior to Example 2.6, there exists a q.f. lattice L such that L is
isomorphic to the set I of integral elements of L and such that each I-principal element of I is
L-principal. The following shows that the corresponding q.f. lattice for R(L,A) can be taken to
be QR(L,A).
Theorem 5.12. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice without zero-divisors, let f :L →
L be the embedding of L into a q.f. lattice L mentioned above, and let f ∗ :R → L∗ be the
corresponding embedding of R(L,A) into a quotient field lattice L∗. Then f ∗ extends to an
isomorphism F :QR(L,A) → L∗.
Proof. Since L is modular by hypothesis, L modular by [16, Proposition 3.4]. Thus QR is
modular by Lemma 5.2. But this condition implies that each QR-principal element of R is
R-principal, by [16, Proposition 3.3(1)]. Conversely, each R-principal element of R is QR-
principal by Lemma 5.11. Thus by the uniqueness result [6, Proposition 5.28] referred to prior to
Example 2.6, f ∗ extends to an isomorphism F :QR(L,A) → L∗ of q.f. lattices. 
Lemma 5.13. Let L be a q.f. lattice with I Noetherian and let A ∈ I . Let u = R[−1] ∈QR(I,A)
and let t = u−1. Then
(i) (R[0])a = ((Ra)[0])a =∑i (AiRa)a =∑i Di , where Di = (AiRa)a .
(ii) (R[0])a ∧R[0][t] =∑i (Ai)a =∑i Di , where Di = (Ai)a .
Proof. (i) For the first equality, observe that if B ∈ L is compact and B  Ra then Bn  R ∨
B ∨ · · · ∨ Bn−1 for some n by Corollary 3.7. Then by Corollary 5.6 and Lemma 5.4 we have
(B[0])n = (Bn)[0]  (R ∨ B ∨ B2 ∨ · · · ∨ Bn−1)[0] = R[0] ∨ B[0] ∨ (B2)[0] ∨ · · · ∨ (Bn−1)[0] =
R[0] ∨ B[0] ∨ (B[0])2 ∨ · · · ∨ (B[0])n−1. So B[0]  (R[0])a . Since this holds for each compact
B Ra , we get (Ra)[0]  (R[0])a , and therefore ((Ra)[0])a = (R[0])a .
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Ck(B ∨Ck)n−1 = Ak(B ∨Ak)n−1Ra for some n ∈ N. So, using Corollary 5.6, we get (B[k])n =
(Bn)[nk]  (Ak(B ∨ Ak)n−1Ra)[nk] = (Ak)[k][(B ∨ Ak)n−1][(n−1)k](Ra)[0] = (Ak)[k][(B ∨
Ak)[k]]n−1(Ra)[0], and by Lemma 5.4 this is (Ak)[k][(B[k] ∨ (Ak)[k]]n−1(Ra)[0] =
(A[1])k[(B[k]) ∨ (A[1])k)]n−1(Ra)[0]  (Ra)[0] ∨ (B[k]) ∨ (B[k])2 ∨ · · · ∨ (B[k])n−1. So B[k] 
((Ra)
[0])a = (R[0])a for each B AkRa . So if B =∑i Bi ∑i (AnRa)a , then B =∨i∈ZB[i]i 
(R[0])a .
Conversely suppose B[k]  (R[0])a for B ∈ L compact. Then for some n ∈ N,(
Bn
)[kn] = (B[k])n R[0] ∨ (B[k])1 ∨ (B[k])2 ∨ · · · ∨ (B[k])n−1
= R[0] ∨B[k] ∨ (B2)[2k] ∨ · · · ∨ (Bn−1)[k(n−1)].
Now we consider the knth components. In general, the j th component of E[i] is EAj−i . So the
knth component of (Bs)[ks] is BsAkn−ks = BsAk(n−s). Thus comparing knth components, we
get
Bn Ank ∨BA(n−1)k ∨B2A(n−2)k ∨ · · · ∨Bn−1Ak
= Ak(A(n−1)k ∨BA(n−2)k ∨B2A(n−3)k ∨ · · · ∨Bn−1)
= Ak(Ak ∨B)n−1  (ARa)k((ARa)k ∨B)n−1.
Thus B  ((ARa)k)a . Thus if B = ∑i Bi ∈ QR with B = ∨i∈ZB[i]i  (R[0])a , then Bi 
(AiRa)a .
Part (ii) follows from a similar argument or by using part (i) and the fact that (AiRa)a ∧R =
(Ai)a . 
6. Rees valuations
In this section, we extend the main results of [21,23] from rings to multiplicative lattices.
We begin by recalling some definitions and results from [12]. Let L be a multiplicative lattice
with ACC and with largest element R, the identity element of L. Let G = R ∪ {∞} with the
conventions y ∞, y + ∞ = ∞ + y = y · ∞ = ∞ · y = ∞ and y/∞ = 0 for each y ∈ R.
Definition 6.1. Let v :L → G be a map. Consider the following properties.
(1) v(0) = ∞.
(2) v(R) = 0.
(3) v(AB) v(A)+ v(B) for all A,B ∈ L.
(4) v(A∨B)min{v(A), v(B)} for all A,B ∈ L.
(5) v(An) = nv(A) for all A ∈ L and n ∈ N.
(6) v(AB) = v(A)+ v(B) for all A,B ∈ L.
If v satisfies (1)–(4), then v is said to be a pseudo-valuation on L. A pseudo-valuation v on
L which satisfies (5) is said to be homogeneous, and if v satisfies (6), v is said to be a valuation
on L.
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vA(B) = m if B Am, B  Am+1 (where A0 = R).
Then, as noted in [12, p. 236], a straightforward generalization of the argument given
in [21] shows that if L is a multiplicative lattice, then vA is a pseudo-valuation and vA(B) =
limn→∞ vA(Bn)/n exists in G for all A,B ∈ L. In the case that L is the set I of integral ele-
ments of a q.f. lattice L, L = I is a Noetherian valuation lattice and A<R is the unique maximal
element of L, then vA is a valuation called the valuation associated to L or to the V-ring ele-
ment R.
Lemma 6.3. [12, Lemma 1] If L is a multiplicative lattice with ACC and A ∈ L, then the function
vA :L → G is a homogeneous pseudo-valuation on L.
If L is a multiplicative lattice, a map A → Ax on L is said to be a semiprime operation if it
satisfies the following three conditions for all A,B ∈ L: (i) AAx , (ii) if A Bx , then Ax  Bx ,
and (iii) AxBx  (AB)x . Some immediate formal consequences of the above three conditions
are (iv) (Ax)x = Ax , (v) Rx = R, (vi) (AxBx)x = (AB)x , and for any family {Ai | i ∈ I } ⊆ L,
(vii) (∨{Ai | i ∈ I })x = (∨{(Ai)x | i ∈ I })x and (viii)∧{(Ai)x | i ∈ I } = (∧{(Ai)x | i ∈ I })x .
Definition 6.4. Let L be a multiplicative lattice with ACC, and let A ∈ L. If A 
= R, let As =∨{B ∈ L | vA(B) 1} and let Rs = R. The mapping A → As is called the AC-operation on L.
It is shown in [12, Lemma 3] that if L is a multiplicative lattice satisfying the ascending chain
condition, then the AC-operation on L is a semiprime operation. It follows from this and the next
theorem that if L is a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, then the map A → Aa is a semiprime
operation on L.
Theorem 6.5. [12, Theorem 3] Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice. For each A ∈ L,
Aa = As . Thus B Aa if and only if vA(B) 1.
We will need the following stronger form of Theorem 6.5.
Corollary 6.6. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice. For each A,B ∈ L and n ∈ N,
B  (An)a if and only if vA(B) n.
Proof. By [12, Lemma 3(c)], vAn(B) = vA(B)/n. Thus, by Theorem 6.5, we have B  (An)a if
and only if vAn(B) 1 if and only if vA(B)/n 1 if and only if vA(B) n. 
The following results 6.7 and 6.9 are lattice versions of [13, 11.3 and 11.4].
Lemma 6.7. Let L be a q.f. lattice such that I is a Krull lattice, and let u ∈ I \ {R} be nonzero
and L-principal. Let P1, . . . ,Pr be the height one prime elements P of I such that u  P .
For i = 1, . . . , r , let vi denote the valuation associated to the valuation lattice I(RPi ), and let
ei = ei(u) denote the positive integer vi(u). Then for each B ∈ I , vu(B) = min{vi(B)/ei | i =
1, . . . , r}.
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B  uk , we get v1(B) v1(uk) = ke1 = vu(B)e1, and hence v1(B)/e1  vu(B). Applying this
to Bn, we get v1(Bn)/e1  vu(Bn). Dividing by n and letting n go to infinity we get v1(B)/e1 
vu(B).
For the opposite inequality, let m = v1(B)/e1 (= the greatest integer v1(B)/e1). Then for
each i we have vi(um) = mei  (v1(B)/e1) · ei  vi(B). Since u is principal and P1, . . . ,Pr are
the height one prime elements P of the Krull lattice I such that u P , this implies B  um by
[6, Proposition 4.24 and Theorem 4.27]. So k = vu(B) vu(um) = m> (v1(B)/e1)− 1. That is
vu(B)
⌊
v1(B)/e1
⌋
>
(
v1(B)/e1
)− 1.
Applying this to Bn, we get
vu
(
Bn
)

⌊
v1
(
Bn
)
/e1
⌋
>
(
v1
(
Bn
)
/e1
)− 1.
Dividing by n and letting n go to infinity, we get vu(B) v1(B)/e1. 
Lemma 6.8. Let L be a q.f. lattice such that I is Noetherian. Then Aa = R ∧ (∧{AV |
V is a V-ring element of R}) for each AR.
Proof. Let Â = R∧ (∧{AV | V is a V-ring element of L}). To see that Aa  Â, let x Aa with
x principal. Then (x ∨A)n = A(x ∨A)n−1. Let V be a V-ring element of L. If xV  AV , then
AV  xV , and (xV ∨ AV )n = AV (xV ∨ AV )n−1 gives xnV = Axn−1V and we may cancel
xn−1V to get xV = AV by [6, Proposition 1.21] or [16, Proposition 2.3]. So x  xV = AV .
Let x  Â be principal and nonzero. Then x is invertible by [6, Proposition 1.21] or [16,
Proposition 2.3]. Let T = R[Ax−1] and let B = (Ax−1)T .
Claim: B = T . If not, then by [5, Proposition 4.11], there exists a V-ring element V of L(T )
such that BV < V . Since x  AV , x  a1t1 ∨ · · · ∨ amtm, ai  A and ti  V with the ai and ti
L-principal. Then R  (a1x−1)t1 ∨ · · · ∨ (amx−1)tm  BV and thus V = RV  BV , a contra-
diction. Thus B = (Ax−1)T = T . Thus, since R is L-compact and R  T , R ∨nj=1(Ax−1)j
for some n. Multiplying by xn, we get xn 
∨n
j=1(Ajxn−j ) = A(x ∨A)n−1. So x Aa . 
Lemma 6.9. Let L be a q.f. lattice such that I is Noetherian. Let T be a ring element of L such
that T Ra . Let B ∈ I and let C = BT . Then for A ∈ I , we have vB(A) = vC(A).
Proof. Since Bn  Cn for each n ∈ N, vB(A) vC(A).
Claim: Cn ∧ R  (Bn)a . Indeed we have T  Ra  V for each V-ring element V of R by
Theorem 3.6. Thus BnT  BnV for each V-ring element V of R. So Cn ∧ R = BnT ∧ R 
BnV ∧R for each V-ring element V of R. Thus Cn ∧R  (Bn)a by Lemma 6.8.
Let β < vC(A) be rational. Then there exist large n ∈ N such that vC(An)/n > β with nβ ∈ N.
Then An  Cnβ ∧R  (Bnβ)a . By Corollary 6.6, vB(An) nβ . Thus vB(A) = (vB(An))/n β .
Since this holds for any β < vC(A), we get vB(A) vC(A). 
As noted prior to Lemma 3.9, if L is a multiplicative lattice with maximal element R and
D ∈ L then [D,R] = L/D is a multiplicative lattice with multiplication A ◦ B = AB ∨ D [9].
In this case if A ∈ [D,R], we denote A ∈ L, when considered as an element of the lattice [D,R]
by A/D.
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prime elements q1, . . . , qt and let A,B ∈ L. Let Ai = (A ∨ qi)/qi and Bi = (B ∨ qi)/qi in the
lattice L/qi = [qi,R]. Then A (B)a if and only if Ai  (Bi)a for each i.
Proof. Suppose a ∈ A is principal and (a ∨ qi)/qi = ai  (Bi)a for each i. Then there exists
an n ∈ N, such that an+1i  Bi(ai ∨ Bi)n for all i. Thus (Bi ∨ ai)n+1 = Bi(ai ∨ Bi)n. Here the
multiplication is the multiplication ◦ defined above. That is we have
(B ∨ a)n+1 ∨ qi = B(a ∨B)n ∨ qi.
Write D for B ∨ a. So B  D and we have Dn+1 ∨ qi = BDn ∨ qi for each i. We thus have
BDn Dn+1  BDn ∨ qi for each i. Thus
Dn+1 Dn+1 ∧ (BDn ∨ qi)= BDn ∨ (Dn+1 ∧ qi)Dn+1,
where the equality is by modularity. Let m ∈ N be such that (q1q2 · · ·qt )m = 0. Let X = BDn
and Yi = Dn+1 ∧ qi for each i. Consider
(
Dn+1
)mt = ( t∏
i=1
(
BDn ∨ (Dn+1 ∧ qi))m)= ( t∏
i=1
(X ∨ Yi)
)m
.
The terms of (
∏t
i=1(X∨Yi))m consist of (Y1Y2 · · ·Yt )m, which equals 0 since Yi  qi , and terms
of the form XjY j11 · · ·Y jtt where j + j1 +· · ·+ j1 = mt with j1 +· · ·+ j1 = mt − j < mt . Thus,
since Yi Dn+1 for each i, a typical term is

(
BDn
)j (
Dn+1
)mt−j = (BjDnj )D(n+1)(mt−j)  (BDnj+j−1)D(n+1)(mt−j)
= BDnj+j−1+(n+1)(mt−j) = BD(n+1)j−1+(n+1)(mt−j) = BD(n+1)mt−1 D(n+1)mt .
Thus (Dn+1)mt = BD(n+1)mt−1  D(n+1)mt . Thus a(n+1)mt  B(a ∨ B)(n+1)mt−1 and hence
a  Ba . Therefore A Ba . The converse is clear. 
Proposition 6.11. (See [13, Proposition 11.7].) Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice with
minimal prime elements q1, . . . , qt and let A,B ∈ L. Let Ai = (A∨ qi)/qi and Bi = (B ∨ qi)/qi
in the lattice L/qi . Then vA(B) = min{vAi (Bi) | i = 1, . . . , t}.
Proof. Let β min{vAi (Bi) | i = 1, . . . , s} with β ∈ Q, and let n ∈ N be such that nβ ∈ N. Since
the vAi are homogeneous, nβ  min{vAi (Bni ) | i = 1, . . . , s}. Then Bni  (Anβi )a for each i by
Corollary 6.6. But this implies that Bn  (Anβ)a by Lemma 6.10. By Corollary 6.6, this gives
vA(B
n) nβ . Thus vA(B) = vA(Bn)/n β . This gives vA(B)min{vAi (Bi) | i = 1, . . . , s}.
Now suppose β < vA(B) with β ∈ Q. Then there exist infinitely many n ∈ N such that nβ ∈ N
and vA(Bn)/n > β . Thus Bn Anβ . Thus for i = 1, . . . , t , Bni Anβi , and hence vAi (Bni ) > nβ .
Letting n go to infinity, we get vAi (Bi) β . Thus min{vAi (Bi) | i = 1, . . . , s} vA(B). 
Theorem 6.12. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice and let A ∈ L \ {R}. Then there
exist discrete valuations vi :L → G, and positive integers ei = ei(A), i = 1, . . . , r , such that
vA(B) = min{vi(B)/ei | i ∈ {1, . . . , r}} for all B ∈ L.
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the A-transform R(L,A) is also a Noetherian multiplicative lattice by [11, Theorem 2.11], has
no zero-divisors by Lemma 4.4 and R(L,A) =R is the lattice of integral elements of the q.f.
lattice QR(L,A) =QR by Theorem 5.10. Further, by Lemma 5.11, each R-principal element
is QR-principal.
Let u = R[−1]. Then u 
= R[0] is nonzero and is QR-principal by Theorem 5.8. Further,
by Theorem 3.12, I((R[0])a) is a Krull lattice and u(R[0])a is QR((R[0])a)-principal by
Proposition 2.4. Let P1,P2, . . . ,Pr be the height one prime elements of I((R[0])a) such that
u(R[0])a  Pi , and let wi denote the valuation associated to the valuation lattice I(((R[0])a)Pi )
for i = 1, . . . , r . (See the paragraph preceding Lemma 6.3.) Also let ei = ei(A) denote the pos-
itive integer wi(u) for i = 1, . . . , r . Define vi :L → N0 ∪ {∞} by vi(B) = wi(B[0](R[0])a). If
B,C ∈ L, then by Proposition 4.3, we have vi(B ∨ C) = wi((B ∨ C)[0](R[0])a) = wi((B[0] ∨
C[0])(R[0])a) = wi(B[0](R[0])a ∨ C[0](R[0])a)  min{wi(B[0](R[0])a),wi(C[0](R[0])a)} =
min{vi(B), vi(C)}, and similarly vi(BC) = vi(B) + vi(C). It follows that the map vi :L →
N0 ∪ {∞} is a valuation on L and vi(B) = ∞ if and only if B = 0. It also follows that if
B ∈ L, then B  An in L if and only if B[0]  un in R. Indeed B  An in L if and only
if BAi  An+i in L for all i ∈ Z, where Aj = R if j  0, if and only if B[0] =∑BAi ∑
i A
n+i = un in R. Thus vA(B) = vu(B[0]) for each B ∈ L. Thus vA(B) = vu(B[0]) for
each B ∈ L. By Lemma 6.9, vu(B[0]) = vu(R[0])a (B[0](R[0])a) for each B ∈ L. By Lemma 6.7,
vu(R[0])a (B
[0](R[0])a) = min{wi(B[0](R[0])a)/ei | i = 1, . . . , r} = min{vi(B)/ei | i = 1, . . . , r}.
Thus vA(B) = min{vi(B)/ei | i = 1, . . . , r} for each B ∈ L.
Now let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, possibly containing zero-divisors, let
A ∈ L \ {R} and let q1, . . . , qt be the minimal prime elements of L such that A ∨ qi 
= R.
Let Ai = (A ∨ qi)/qi and for each B ∈ L let Bi = (B ∨ qi)/qi in the lattice L/qi . Let
Ri be the Ai -transform R(L/qi,Ai). By the above case, for each i ∈ {1,2, . . . , t} there ex-
ists a set {wi 1,wi 2, . . . ,wi ri } of valuations on Ri such that if ei j = wi j (ui), ui = Ri [−1] ∈
Ri =R(L/qi,Ai), and hi j :L/qi → N0 ∪ {∞} is defined by hi j (B) = wi j (B[0](R[0]i )a), then
vAi (Bi) = min{hi j (B)/ei j | j ∈ {1,2, . . . , ri}} for each Bi ∈ L/qi . For each i and j define
vi j :L → N0∪{∞} by vi j (B) = hi j (Bi). Then vi j (B) = ∞ if and only if B  qi , and by Propo-
sition 6.11, vA(B) = min{vAi (Bi) | i = 1, . . . , t} for each B ∈ L. Thus by applying the above to
the pseudo-valuations vAi on L/qi for i = 1, . . . , t , we see that vA(B) = min{vi j (B)/ei j | i ∈
{1, . . . , t}, j ∈ {1, . . . , ri}} for each B ∈ L. 
Recall that if L is a q.f. lattice and (V ,M) is a Noetherian V-ring element of L, the valuation
v on L associated to (V ,M) is defined by v(X) = n where XV = Mn, for X ∈ L and n ∈ Z.
The element R ∧ M ∈ I is called the center of V , or of v, on I . It is clearly a prime element
of I .
In the following it will be useful to know that, with the notation of the above theorem and
proof, if A  qi for a minimal prime qi , then ei j = vi j (A) for j ∈ {1,2, . . . , ri}. To show this
we use the following lemma which is adapted from [19, Proposition 3.6].
Lemma 6.13. Let L be a q.f. lattice such that L = I is Noetherian, let A ∈ I and let w be a
discrete valuation on QR(L,A) which is nonnegative on I((R[0])a) = {B(R[0])a | B ∈ QR,
B  (R[0])a}. If the center P of w on I((R[0])a) is a height one prime element of I((R[0])a) and
w(u) > 0, then w(A[1]) = 0.
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The valuation w induces a valuation v on L defined by v(B) = w(B[0]) for B ∈ L. We call v
the restriction of w to L. Then w(B[n]) = w(B[0]tn) = v(B) + nw(t). The lattice I((R[0])a)
is a Krull lattice by Theorem 3.12. Let α = −v(A) and define a valuation w′ :I((R[0])a) →
Z∪{∞} by w′(∑i Bi) = inf{v(Bi)+ iα | i ∈ Z} = inf{w(B[0]i )+ iα | i ∈ Z}. Observe that if B =∑
i Bi ∈ I((R[0])a), then Bi  (AiRa)a , by Lemma 5.13, and thus v(Bi) + iα  v(AiRa)a +
iα = iv(A)+ iα = i(v(A)+ α) = 0. Therefore w′ is well defined on I((R[0])a).
Suppose for the moment that w′ is a valuation on I((R[0])a). Then w′ extends to a valuation
on QR and if w(A[1]) > 0, we get v(A) = w(A[0]) = w(uA[1]) = w(u) + w(A[1]) > w(u) =
−w(t). So if n  0 and B ∈ L, then w′(B[n]) = v(B) + nα = w(B[0]) − nv(A) < w(B[0]) +
nw(t) = w(B[n]). If B  Ra and n < 0, then w(B[n]) > 0. It follows that the center P ′ of w′ on
I((R[0])a) the center P of w on I((R[0])a). But since P ′  P and these are height one prime
elements of I((R[0])a), the corresponding V-ring elements V ′ and V of w′ and w are equal.
Since w′(A[0]) = w(A[0]) = v(A) > 0, it follows that w′ = w. But since w′(A[1]) = w(A[0]) −
w(A[0]) = 0, this contradicts the assumption w(A[1]) > 0.
It remains to show that w′ is a valuation on I((R[0])a). To see this let B =∑i Bi and C =∑
i Ci ∈ I((R[0])a). To show that w′(B ∨C)min{w′(B),w′(C)}, observe that
w′(B ∨C) = min{v(Bi ∨Ci)+ iα | i ∈ Z}min{min{v(Bi), v(Ci)}+ iα | i ∈ Z}
= min{min{v(Bi)+ iα, v(Ci)+ iα} | i ∈ Z}
= min{min{v(Bi)+ iα | i ∈ Z},min{v(Ci)+ iα | i ∈ Z}= min{w′(B),w′(C)}}.
To show that w′(BC) = w′(B)+w′(C), let r, s ∈ Z be such that
v(Br)+ rα = w′(B) < v(Bi)+ iα for i  r − 1, and
v(Cs)+ sα = w′(C) < v(Ci)+ iα for i  s − 1.
Let BC = D =∑i Di . So Dn =∨i BiCn−i . Then
v(Dr+s)+ (r + s)α = v
( ∨
ir+s
BiCr+s−i
)
+ (r + s)α
= v(Br)+ v(Cs)+ rα + sα = w′(B)+w′(C).
Thus w′(BC)w′(B)+w′(C). But, using 6.1(4), for any t ∈ Z we have
v(Dt)+ tα = v
(∨
it
BiCt−i
)
+ tα  v(BiCt−i )+ tα = v(Bi)+ v(Ct−i )+ tα
= (v(Bi)+ iα)+ (v(Ct−i )+ (t − i)α)w′(B)+w′(C)
= v(Br)+ v(Cs)+ rα + sα.
Thus w′(BC) = w′(B)+w′(C). Therefore w′ is a valuation on I((R[0])a). 
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be the minimal prime elements of L such that A ∨ qi 
= R. For each i ∈ {1,2, . . . , t} let
{vi 1, vi 2, . . . , vi ri } be the family of those valuations, given in the proof of Theorem 6.12, sat-
isfying vi j−1(∞) = qi . Let {ei 1, ei 2, . . . , ei ri } be the corresponding set of positive integers.
(a) If A  qi , then ei j = wi j ((A∨ qi)/qi) = vi j (A) for j = 1,2, . . . , ri .
(b) If A  qi , then ri = 1, ei 1 = 1 and wi 1 is the trivial valuation defined by wi 1(B) = 0 if
B  qi and by wi 1(B) = ∞ if B  qi . In particular ei 1 = 1 
= ∞ = vi 1(A) in this case.
Proof. For (a), if A  qi , then in the notation of the proof of Theorem 6.12, 0 
= vi j (A) =
hi j (Ai) = wi j (A[0]i ) = wi j (uiA[1]i ) = wi j (ui)+wi j (A[1]i ), which by Lemma 6.13 is wi j (ui) =
ei j (A).
For (b), if A  qi , then the A-transform Ri = R(L/qi,A ∨ qi/qi) = R(L/qi,0) is de-
fined to be the set of all formal sums
∑∞
j=−∞ Bj , Bj ∈ L/qi , such that Bj = 0 for j > 0
and Bj  Bj+1 for each j . By Lemma 5.13, the a-closure ((Ri)[0])a of the identity element
(Ri)
[0] ∈QR(L/qi,0) is ∑i Di where Di = (Ri)a if i  0 and Di = 0 for i > 0. It follows that
u((Ri)
[0])a = R[−1]((Ri)[0])a =∑i Ei where Ei = (Ri)a if i < 0 and Di = 0 for i  0, is a prin-
cipal prime element of I(((Ri)[0])a). So ri = 1, ei 1 = 1. Further, if B ∈ L and Bi = (B ∨ qi)/qi ,
then vi 1(B) = wi 1(B[0]i ) = 0 if B  qi and vi 1(B) = wi 1(B[0]i ) = ∞ if B  qi . 
Theorem 6.15. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice without zero-divisors and let
A ∈ L \ {R}. Let v1, . . . , vr and e1, . . . , er denote the sequence of valuations and correspond-
ing sequence of integers given in Theorem 6.12. If r > 1, then for each j ∈ {1, . . . , r} there exists
B(j) ∈ L such that vA(B(j)) < inf{vi(B(j))/ei | i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ {j}}.
Proof. Since I((R[0])a) = {B(R[0])a | B ∈ QR, B  (R[0])a} is a Krull lattice by Theo-
rem 3.12, and u(R[0])a is QR((R[0])a)-principal by Proposition 2.4, then there are only finitely
many prime elements P1, . . . ,Pr in I((R[0])a) which are minimal over u(R[0])a and the ring
elements ((R[0])a)Pj = Wj of QR are Noetherian V-ring elements. Let wj be the normal-
ized valuation associated with Wj for j = 1, . . . , r . Then, as in the proof of Lemma 6.13, if
B ∈ L, then wj(B[i]) = wj(B[0])− iwj (u) = vj (B)− iwj (u) where vj is the restriction of wj
to L. Let Vj be the V-ring element of L associated to vj for each j . By [6, Proposition 4.24
and Theorem 4.27], each divisorial element D of a Krull lattice is uniquely represented as
a meet of symbolic powers of the minimal primes P of D: DRP ∧ R = P (vP (D)) =∨{x 
R | vP (x)  vP (D)}, as in the case of a Krull domain. But for j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, an element
B =∑i Bi =∨B[i]i ∈ I((R[0])a) satisfies B  (R[0])a ∧ u((R[0])a)Pj = Pj (wj (u)) (= Pj (ej ))
if and only if wj(B[i]i ) wj(u) for each i if and only if vj (Bi) − iwj (u) wj(u) for each i if
and only if vj (Bi) (i + 1)ej for each i if and only if Bi Ai+1Vj for each i.
Since u((R[0])a) = (R[0])a ∧ u((R[0])a)P1 ∧ · · · ∧ u((R[0])a)Pr = P1(e1) ∧ · · · ∧ Pr (er ) <
P2
(e2) ∧ · · · ∧ Pr (er ) := J , we have Ji  Ai+1V1 for some i. But since J ∈ I((R[0])a), we have
J =∑i Ji , Ji ∈ L with Ji  (AiRa)a for each i. Since L is principally generated, there ex-
ists an L-principal element B ∈ L such that B  Ji but B  (Ai+1Ra)a . So vj (B) (i + 1)ej
for j = 2, . . . , r but v1(B) < (i + 1)e1. So min{vj (B)/ej | j = 2, . . . , r} > min{vj (B)/ej | j =
1, . . . , r}. Also for n = i + 1, we have B AnVj for j = 2, . . . , r , B An−1V1, but B  AnV1.
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compact, and since B  Ra , R[B] = R ∨B ∨ · · · ∨Bn for some n, and thus there exists C  R
compact such that CBm R for each m ∈ N. Let k ∈ N be such that C Ak−1V1 and C  AkV1.
So v1(C) < ke1. Since B  AnV1, we have v1(B) < ne1. So v1(B) ne1 − 1. Choose m = ke1.
From v1(B)  ne1 − 1, we get v1(Bm)  m(ne1 − 1) = mne1 − ke1. So v1(CBm) < ke1 +
mne1 − ke1 = mne1. But vj (CBm)  mvj (B)  mnej for j = 2, . . . , r . Thus v1(CBm)/e1 <
mn, but vj (CBm)/ej mvj (B)/ej mn for j = 2, . . . , r . 
Definition 6.16. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice and let v :L → R∪{∞} be a pseudo-
valuation. If there exist valuations vi :L → R ∪ {∞} such that v = min{vi | i = 1, . . . , r}, then v
is called a sub-valuation. If also v 
= min{vi | i ∈ {1, . . . , r} \ {j}} for each j ∈ {1, . . . r}, then
the representation v = min{vi | i = 1, . . . , r} is said to be minimal.
Proposition 6.17. If L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, a sub-valuation v :L → R ∪ {∞}
has a unique minimal representation v = min{vi | i = 1, . . . , r}.
Proof. The following proof is an adaptation of the one given for rings by John Petro in [17].
Let v = min{vi | i = 1, . . . , r} be a minimal representation of v. By the minimality, there
exists a principal y ∈ L such that v1(y) < vi(y) for i = 2, . . . , r . (If r = 1, choose y ∈ L such
that v1(y) < ∞.) Let w :L → R∪{∞} be a valuation such that (1) v w, and (2) v1(y) = w(y).
Claim: v1  w. To see this let x ∈ L. To see that v1(x) w(x), we may assume w(x) < ∞.
Then for each k ∈ N there exists ik ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that
∞ >w(xyk) v(xyk)= vik (xyk).
Then there exists an index i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and an increasing sequence {hk | k ∈ N} such that
w(xyhk )  vi(xyhk ). So w(x) + hkv1(y) = w(x) + hkw(y) = w(xyhk )  vi(xyhk ) = vi(x) +
hkvi(y). So w(x) − vi(x) hk[vi(y) − v1(y)] for all k ∈ N. Since if i > 1, vi(y) − v1(y) > 0,
we must have i = 1 in the above equation. So w(x) v1(x), establishing the claim.
Now let v = min{wi | i = 1, . . . , s} be another minimal representation of v. Then, after
possibly renumbering, there exists y ∈ L such that w1(y) = v(y) = v1(y). Since v  w1, the
above gives v1  w1. By symmetry we get w1  vj for some j , and since the representation
v = min{vi | i = 1, . . . , r} is minimal, we must have j = 1. Similarly, w2 = vj for some j  2,
which after renumbering the vi , we may take j = 2, and so on. 
Definition 6.18. If A ∈ L \ {R}, and vA = min{vi/ei | i ∈ {1, . . . , r}} is the representation given
in Theorem 6.12, we call the valuations vi :L → Z ∪ {∞} the Rees valuations of A and the
numbers ei , the Rees numbers of A, i = 1, . . . , r . We denote the set of Rees valuations of A
by ReesA. By definition the set ReesA is naturally partitioned into subsets {vi 1, vi 2, . . . , vi ri },
i = 1, . . . , t , where vi j−1(∞) = qi with vi j (B) = hi j (Bi) where Bi = (B ∨ qi)/qi in L/qi and
{hi 1, hi 2, . . . , hi ri } are the Rees valuations of Bi for i = 1, . . . , t . Further, if A qi for some i,
then by Corollary 6.14, ri = 1 and vi 1 is a trivial valuation and the other members of ReesA are
nontrivial. Thus in the following, we will refer to the trivial and nontrivial Rees valuations of A.
7. Rational powers and projective equivalence
Elements A and B of a Noetherian multiplicative lattice L are said to be projectively equiv-
alent if (Am)a = (Bn)a for some m and n ∈ N. It is immediate that this is an equivalence
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to the sets, AssR(R/In/m), n,m ∈ N, some needed results on this topic are presented in this
section for lattices. If L is a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, β ∈ R+ and A ∈ L, we let
Aβ =∨{X ∈ L | vA(X) β}. Unlike [14], we do not assume that A is a regular element of L.
Throughout this section, L is a Noetherian multiplicative lattice.
Lemma 7.1. (See [14, Lemma 2.1].) Let A,B ∈ L.
(1) For each k ∈ N, Ak = (Ak)a .
(2) If n ∈ N then vA = nvAn .
(3) If m,n ∈ N, then (An)a = (Bm)a if and only if mvA = nvB . Thus if i, j, k, l ∈ N with ij = kl ,
then (Ai)a = (Bj )a if and only if (Ak)a = (Bl)a .
(4) ((Aβ)m)a Amβ for each m ∈ N.
(5) vA  βvAβ .
(6) Aβ is integrally closed.
Proof. Part (1) is Corollary 6.6.
Part (2) is [12, Lemma 3(c)].
For part (3), first observe vA = v(Aa). Indeed for p/q ∈ Q and X ∈ L, we have vA(Xq) p
if and only if Xq  (Ap)a = ((Aa)p)a if and only if vAa (Xq) p. That is vA(X) p/q if and
only if vAa (X) p/q .
Part (3) now follows from part (2). Indeed by part (2), if (An)a = (Bm)a , then vA/n = vAn =
v(An)a = v(Bm)a = vB/m. Conversely, if vA/n = vB/m, then mvA = nvB and X  (An)a if and
only if mvA(X)  mn if and only if nvB(X)  mn if and only if X  (Bm)a . Thus (An)a =
(Bm)a if and only if vA/n = vB/m.
For part (4), if X  ((Aβ)m)a , then v(X) v(((Aβ)m)a) = mv(Aβ) for any valuation v on L.
In particular vi(X)mvi(Aβ) for each of the Rees valuations vi , i = 1, . . . , r , of A. So vA(X) =
min{vi(X)/ei(A) | i = 1, . . . , r}min{mvi(Aβ)/ei(A) | i = 1, . . . , r} = mvA(Aβ)mβ . That
is X Amβ .
For part (5), since vB is a homogeneous pseudo-valuation for each B ∈ L, if vAβ (X) p/q
for X ∈ L and p,q ∈ N, then vAβ (Xq) p. Thus by (1) and (4), Xq  ((Aβ)p)a  Apβ . Thus
vA(X
q) pβ , or equivalently, vA(X)/β  p/q . Thus vA/β  vAβ .
Part (6) follows from (4) by setting m = 1. 
In the case that L is the set of ideals of a Noetherian ring R and A, B are regular, the only
if part of Theorem 7.2 was first proven in [14, Proposition 2.10] and the converse in [8, Theo-
rem 3.4]. The following result does not require A and B to be regular.
Theorem 7.2. Elements A,B ∈ L are projectively equivalent if and only if
(a) ReesA = ReesB and
(b) there exists a positive β ∈ Q such that β(e1(A), . . . , er (A)) = (e1(B), . . . , er (B)) in Qr ,
where {v1, . . . , vr} is the set of nontrivial members of ReesA = ReesB and the ei(A) and
ei(B) are the Rees numbers of A and B for the v1, . . . , vr , respectively.
Proof. (⇒) Let qj be a minimal prime of L such that A  qj and A ∨ qj 
= R. Then for
each n ∈ N, (An)a  qj and (An)a ∨ qj 
= R. Letting A ∨ qj/qj = Aj and so on as before,
we have vAj = min{vj 1/ej 1, . . . , vj rj /ej rj } where the vj i are the Rees valuations of Aj and
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min{vj 1/nej 1, . . . , vj rj /nej rj }. Further, this representation is irredundant. Indeed for exam-
ple, since vj 1 is not redundant in the representation vAj = min{vj 1/ej 1, . . . , vj rj /ej rj }, by
Theorem 6.15, there exists Y ∈ Lj such that vAj (Y ) = vj 1(Y )/ej 1 < min{vj 2(Y )/ej 2, . . . ,
vj rj (Y )/ej rj }. Then vAnj (Y ) = vAj (Y )/n = vj 1(Y )/nej 1 < min{vj 2(Y )/nej 2, . . . ,
vj rj (Y )/nej rj }. Thus vj 1 is not redundant in the representation vAnj = min{vj 1/nej 1, . . . ,
vj rj /nej rj }. Thus by Theorem 6.15 and Proposition 6.17, the vj i are the Rees valuations of
Anj and, by Corollary 6.14(a), nej i = vj i(An), i = 1, . . . , rj , are the Rees numbers of Anj . Thus
Aj and Anj have the same Rees valuations and the corresponding vectors of Rees numbers are
proportional by a factor of n. Since this holds for each j with A  qj , A and An have the same
nontrivial Rees valuations and the Rees numbers for these nontrivial Rees valuations are propor-
tional by a factor of n. Let us write C1 ∼ C2 if C1 and C2 have the same Rees valuations and the
Rees numbers of the nontrivial ones are proportional. Then if (An)a = (Bm)a with m,n ∈ N, we
have A ∼ An ∼ (An)a ∼ (Bm)a ∼ Bm ∼ B .
(⇐) Suppose that A and B have the same Rees valuations and the Rees numbers
(e1(A), . . . , er (A)) = (e1, . . . , er ) and (e1(B), . . . , er (B)) = (f1, . . . , fr ) in Zr for the nontrivial
members {v1, . . . , vk} of ReesA = ReesB are proportional. So for some m,n ∈ N, mfi = nei
for each i. Since, for the trivial members v ∈ ReesA = ReesB , αv = v for any α ∈ R, it fol-
lows that vA/n = vB/m. Thus by Lemma 7.1(3), (An)a = (Bm)a . So A and B are projectively
equivalent. 
Remark 7.3. It follows from Corollary 6.14(a) that the above proposition remains valid if state-
ment (b) is replaced by:
(b′) There exists a positive β ∈ Q such that β(v1(A), . . . , vr (A)) = (v1(B), . . . , vr (B)) in
(Q ∪ {∞})r , where {v1, . . . , vr} is the set ReesA = ReesB .
We adapt the following definitions from [14].
Definition 7.4. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice and let A ∈ L \ {R}. We use the
following notation.
(7.4.1) W = W(A) = {β ∈ R+ | vA(x) = β for some x ∈ L}.
(7.4.2) U = U(A) = {β ∈ W | Aβ is projectively equivalent to A}.
(7.4.3) P = P(A) = {Aβ | β ∈ U}.
Lemma 7.5. (See [13, Lemma 11.27].) Let A ∈ L be such that A  qi for each minimal prime qi
of L. then An+k : Ak = An for all n, k ∈ N.
Proof. Since An+k : Ak  An, it suffices to show the opposite inequality. For this we first assume
L has no zero-divisors. Recall that by [4, Lemma 3.1] and Theorem 6.5, if X,Y,C ∈ L and
there exists a principal element C1  Ca such that 0 : C1 = 0, then (XC)a  (YC)a implies that
Xa  Ya . Let X  An+k : Ak . Then XAk  An+k = (An+k)a . Thus (XAk)a  (An+k)a . Since
we have assumed that L has no zero-divisors and Ak 
= 0, the above mentioned result gives
X  (An)a = An.
If L has zero-divisors, we work in L/qi = [qi,R] for the minimal prime elements q1, . . . , qr
of L. Consider (B ∨ qi)/qi in the lattice L/qi = [qi,R] for B ∈ L as in Lemma 6.10. Now
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[(A ∨ qi)/qi]n+k . But L/qj has no zero-divisors and Ai 
= 0 in L/qj . Thus by the above case,
(X ∨ qi)/qi  [(A ∨ qi)/qi]n for each i. Thus by the construction of the Rees valuations, or
Lemma 6.10, X An. 
Lemma 7.6. (See [14, Lemma 2.2].) Let A ∈ L\{R} be such that A  qi for some minimal prime
qi of L such that A∨ qi 
= R and let β ∈ R+.
(1) If ((Aβ)m)a = Amβ for arbitrarily large m ∈ N, then β ∈ W.
(2) If ((An/m)m)a = An for some m and n ∈ N, then n/m ∈ U ⊆ W.
Proof. (1) By Theorem 6.12, it is clear that W is a discrete subset of Q+. Let r ∈ W be minimal
with β  r . Then Aβ = Ar . If β < r , we may choose m ∈ N so that ((Aβ)m)a = Amβ and
mβ < k < k+1 <mr for some k ∈ N. Then we have the following where the first inequality is by
Lemma 7.1(4): ((Aβ)m)a = ((Ar)m)a  Amr  Ak+1  Ak  Amβ = ((Aβ)m)a . Thus (Ak)a =
Ak = Ak+1 = (Ak+1)a . Let qi  L be a minimal prime of L with A  qi and A ∨ qi 
= R. Let
Ai = A/qi ∈ L/qi . From (Ak)a = (Ak+1)a , we get that (Aki )a = (Ak+1i )a . But by Lemma 7.5,
(Ak+1i )a : (Aki )a = (Ai)a 
= Ri = R/qi , contradicting (Aki )a = (Ak+1i )a . Thus β = r ∈ W.
(2) Let B = An/m. By Lemma 7.1(1) we have (Bm)a = An = (An)a and thus by Lemma 7.1(3),
mvA = nvB . To show that n/m ∈ W, we use part (1) with the set of integers {km | k ∈ N}. We
have ((An/m)km)a = (Bkm)a for k ∈ N. So X  ((An/m)km)a if and only if vB(X) km. Using
mvA = nvB , this is the same as (m/n)vA(X) km if and only if vA(X) km(n/m) if and only
if X  Akm(n/m). Thus ((An/m)km)a = Akm(n/m) for all k ∈ N. Thus n/m ∈ W by part (1). But
since An/m = Ba is projectively equivalent to A, n/m ∈ U. 
Proposition 7.7. (See [14, Proposition 2.3].) Let A,B ∈ L \ {R} be such that A  qi for some
minimal prime qi of L such that A∨ qi 
= R and let m,n ∈ N. Then (Bm)a = (An)a if and only
if Ba = An/m and n/m ∈ U.
Proof. (⇒) If (Bm)a = (An)a , then by Lemma 7.1(3), mvA = nvB . So X  Ba if and only if
vB(X) 1 if and only if (m/n)vA(X) 1 if and only if vA(X) n/m if and only if X An/m.
So Ba = An/m and ((An/m)m)a = An. Thus n/m ∈ U by Lemma 7.6(2).
(⇐) If n/m ∈ U, m,n ∈ N and Ba = An/m, then Ba = An/m is projectively equivalent to A.
Thus (Bk)a = (Ah)a , for some h, k ∈ N. Then by Lemma 7.1(3), kvA = hvB . So X  Ba = An/m
if and only if vB(X) 1 if and only if (k/h)vA(X) 1 if and only if vA(X) h/k if and only
if X  Ah/k . So An/m = Ba = Ah/k . Also ((Ah/k)k)a = (Bk)a = (Ah)a = Ah. So h/k ∈ W by
Lemma 7.6(2). So since n/m and h/k ∈ W, n/m = h/k. Then by Lemma 7.1(3), ((An/m)m)a =
(An)a . 
Corollary 7.8. (See [14, Corollary 2.4].) Let A ∈ L \ {R} be such that A  qi for some minimal
prime qi of L such that A∨ qi 
= R. Then {Aβ | β ∈ U} = {B | B = Ba and B projectively equi-
valent to A}. This is a linearly ordered subset of L.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 7.7. 
Proposition 7.9. (See [14, Proposition 2.5].) Let A ∈ L \ {R} be such that A  qi for some
minimal prime qi of L such that A∨ qi 
= R and let β ∈ R+. The following are equivalent.
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(2) vA = βvAβ .
(3) β ∈ U.
Proof. ((1) ⇒ (3)) This holds by Lemma 7.6.
((3) ⇒ (2)) Say β = n/m ∈ U, m,n ∈ N. Then B = An/m is projectively equivalent to A
and (Bm)a = (An)a by Proposition 7.7. Then by Lemma 7.1(3), mvA = nvAn/m . That is vA =
(n/m)vAn/m = βvAβ .
((2) ⇒ (1)) If X  Amβ then vA(X)mβ , and then (2) implies βvAβ (X)mβ . This gives
vAβ (X)  m, which gives X  ((Aβ)m)a . So ((Aβ)m)a  Amβ . But the opposite inequality
always holds by Lemma 7.1(5). 
Proposition 7.10. (See [14, Proposition 2.6].) Let A ∈ L \ {R} be such that A  qi for some min-
imal prime qi of L such that A∨ qi 
= R. Then U is an additive subsemigroup of Q+ containing
N and if β,γ ∈ U, then (AβAγ )a = Aβ+γ .
Proof. Since A1 = Aa , 1 ∈ U. Let β = n/m and γ = h/k be in U. By Proposition 7.7,
((Aβ)
m)a = (An)a and ((Aγ )k)a = (Ah)a . So ((AβAγ )mk)a = [((Aβ)m)k((Aγ )k)m]a =
((An)k(Ah)m)a = (Ank+mh)a . Applying Proposition 7.7 to B = AβAγ gives (nk + mh)/mk =
β + γ ∈ U and (AβAγ )a = Aβ+γ . 
It follows as in [14, Theorem 2.8] that if A ∈ L \ {R}, is such that A  qi for some minimal
prime qi of L such that A ∨ qi 
= R, then N ⊆ U(A) = U and there exists N ∈ N and a unique
d ∈ N such that (a) {α ∈ U | α N} = {N + (h/d) | h ∈ N0}; (b) dα ∈ N for all α ∈ U; and (c) d
is a common divisor of the Rees integers e1, . . . , en of A.
8. Asymptotic primes
Some of the main facts about the sets AssR(R/(In)a) when I is an ideal of a Noetherian ring
are the following results of L.J. Ratliff and M. Brodmann. (See [7,18,20].)
(1) AssR(R/(In)a) ⊆ AssR(R/(In+1)a) for each n and these sets are eventually constant;
(2) ⋃∞i=1 AssR(R/(In)a) ⊆⋃∞i=1 AssR(R/In); and
(3) the sets AssR(R/In) are eventually constant.
In this section we give some extensions of (1) and (2) to rational powers in Noetherian multi-
plicative lattices. These results are new even in the ring case.
If L is a Noetherian multiplicative lattice and A ∈ L, an associated prime element of A is
a prime element of L of the form P = A : B for some B ∈ L. It then follows that P = A : C
for some principal C ∈ L. Following the notation for rings, we denote the set of associated
prime elements of A by Ass(L/A). Recall that if v is a valuation on L, the center of v on L is
P =∨{X ∈ L | v(X) > 0}. If XY ∈ P , then v(X) + v(Y ) = v(XY) > 0 and then v(X) > 0 or
v(Y ) > 0. So the center P of v is prime.
Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice and let v :L → R ∪ {∞} be a sub-valuation. It is
clear that if the representation v = min{vi | i = 1, . . . , r} is not minimal, one can obtain a minimal
one by deleting some of the vi , and then this set is unique by Proposition 6.17. In the following
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1, . . . , r}. If L has no zero-divisors, then necessarily T = ReesA by Theorem 6.15.
Theorem 8.1. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, let A ∈ L, let T = {v1, . . . , vr} be
a minimal subset of ReesA such that vA = min{vi/ei | i = 1, . . . , r} and for each i let Pi be
the center of vi on L. Let e denote the least common multiple of e1(A), . . . , er (A) and for each
β ∈ R, let Aβ =∨{x ∈ L | vA(x)  β}. Then Ass(L/An/e) ⊆ {P1, . . . ,Pr} with equality for n
large.
Proof. Let ei = ei(A) for i = 1, . . . , r . First we show that ⋃∞n=1 Ass(L/An/e) ⊆ {P1, . . . ,Pr }.
Suppose P = An/e : B ∈ Ass(L/An/e) for some n. Then B  An/e . So vA(B) = min{vi(B)/ei |
i = 1, . . . , r} < n/e and vA(PB) = min{vi(PB)/ei | i = 1, . . . , r}  n/e. But vi(PB)/ei =
vi(P )/ei + vi(B)/ei . So vi(P ) > 0 for each i such that vi(B)/ei < n/e. So P  Pi for each
such i. Suppose vi(B)/ei < n/e for i = 1, . . . , k and vi(B)/ei  n/e for i = k + 1, . . . , r . Then
if I = P1P2 · · ·Pk , we have for each i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, vi(ImB) = mvi(I ) + vi(B) n/e for some
m ∈ N, and thus Im  An/e : B = P for some m ∈ N. Thus Pj  P for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Thus P = Pj for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
To show that Ass(L/An/e) ⊇ {P1, . . . ,Pr } for large n, let us show that P1 ∈ Ass(L/An/e)
for large n. Since {v1, . . . , vr} is irredundant, vA(B) = min{vi(B)/ei | i = 1, . . . , r} 
=
min{vi(B)/ei | i = 2, . . . , r} for some B . So vA(B) = v1(B)/e1 < vi(B)/ei for each i  2.
Choose n, j ∈ N such that
v1(B)/e1 < n/je < vi(B)/ei for each i  2.
The second inequality gives n/e < vi(Bj )/ei  vi(P k1 Bj )/ei for each i  2 and each k ∈ N. We
may choose k ∈ N such that v1(P k1 Bj )/e1  n/e. Then P k1 Bj An/e . The first inequality gives
v1(Bj )/e1 < n/e. So Bj  An/e. Thus we may further choose k minimal such that P k1 B
j 
An/e. Thus P1 An/e : (P k−11 Bj ).
For the opposite inequality, if X ∈ L satisfies X  An/e : (P k−11 Bj ), then v1(XP k−11 Bj ) =
v1(X) + v1(P k−11 Bj ) n/e, and thus v1(X) > 0. Thus X  P1. Thus P1 = An/e : (P k−11 Bj ) ∈
Ass(L/An/e).
We have shown that P1 ∈ Ass(L/An/e) for each n such that for some j ∈ N we have
w = v1(B)/e1 < n/je < vi(B)/ei = u for each i  2. But w < n/je < u implies w < n/je +
1/(mje) = (mn + 1)/mje < u for some m ∈ N. Since also w < mn/mje < u, we have
w < a/k < b/k < u for some a, b, k ∈ N with a and b relatively prime. It is easy to see
that for all large n ∈ N, there exist x, y ∈ N such that n = ax + by. Then w < ax/kx <
(ax + by)/(kx + ky) < by/ky < u. It follows that P1 ∈ Ass(L/An/e) for all n large. 
Lemma 8.2. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, let A ∈ L \ {R} be such that A  qi for
each minimal prime qi of L, let ReesA = {v1, . . . , vr}, let e denote the least common multiple of
e1(A), . . . , er (A) and for each β ∈ R, let Aβ =∨{x ∈ L | vA(x) β}. Then An/e+k/e : Ak/e =
An/e for all n ∈ N and k/e ∈ U.
Proof. Since An/e+k/e : Ak/e  An/e , it suffices to show the opposite inequality. Let X 
An/e+k/e : Ak/e. Then XAk/e  An/e+k/e, which, using Proposition 7.9, implies Xe(Ak) =
Xe((Ak/e)
e)a  ((An/e+k/e)e)a An+k = (An+k)a . Thus Xe An+k : Ak , which by Lemma 7.5
is An. Thus X An/e . 
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A  qi for each minimal prime qi of L. Then Ass(L/An/e) ⊆ Ass(L/An/e+k/e) for each n ∈ N
and k/e ∈ U.
Proof. Since An/e+k/e : Ak/e = An/e by Lemma 8.2, if P = An/e : B ∈ Ass(L/An/e) for some n,
then P = An/e : B  (Ak/eAn/e) : (Ak/eB)An/e+k/e : Ak/eB = [An/e+k/e : Ak/e] : B = An/e :
B = P . Thus P = An/e+k/e : Ak/eB ∈ Ass(L/An/k+k/e). 
Since (An)a = An for n ∈ N, the following case e = k = 1 of the above result improves [4,
Theorem 3.4] which requires the additional hypothesis that Aa contains a principal element B
with (0 : B) = 0 and obtains the weaker conclusion that if P ∈ Ass(L/(An)a), then there exists
an m ∈ N such that P ∈ Ass(L/(Am+k)a) for all k ∈ N.
Corollary 8.4. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice and let A ∈ L \ {R} be such that
A  qi for each minimal prime qi of L. Then Ass(L/(An)a) ⊆ Ass(L/(An+1)a) for each n ∈ N.
For the next result we need a method of localization in an arbitrary Noetherian lattice where,
unlike in the case of q.f. lattices, localization is not built in. A method of localization in
Noetherian multiplicative lattices was furnished by Dilworth in [9]. We use a simplification of
Dilworth’s method given by D.D. Anderson [2]. For this recall that if S is a multiplicative subset
of compact elements and A,B ∈ L, write A  B (S) if for each principal X  A, there exists
T ∈ S such that TX  B . Write A ≡ B (S) if A  B (S) and B  A (S). Then ≡ (S) is an
equivalence relation on L and for A ∈ L we let AS denote the ≡ (S) equivalence class of A.
Then the set LS = {AS | A  L} of equivalence classes under ≡ (S) is a multiplicative lattice
under the partial order AS  BS if A B (S) and multiplication ASBS = (AB)S .
Lemma 8.5. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice. If B ∈ L and S is a multiplicative
subset of L, then (BS)a = (Ba)S in LS .
Proof. If a principal element x of L satisfies xS  (Ba)S then there exists s ∈ S such that
sx  Ba . That is (sx)n  B((sx)∨B)n−1 for some n. Thus xnS = (sx)nS  [B((sx)∨B)n−1]S =
BS((sx)S ∨BS)n−1 = BS(xS ∨BS)n−1, and therefore xS  (BS)a .
Conversely, suppose x ∈ L is principal and xS  (BS)a . Then (xS)n  BS(xS ∨BS)n−1 for
some n. That is xn  B(x ∨ B)n−1 (S) for some n. Since x is compact, there exists a compact
element t ∈ S such that txn  B(x ∨ B)n−1. Then (tx)n  B(tx ∨ B)n−1. Thus tx  Ba , and
hence x  Ba (S). That is xS  (Ba)S . Since each element XS is a supremum of elements xS
with x principal in L [2, Propositions 2.5(1) and 2.5(5)], (BS)a = (Ba)S . 
Proposition 8.6. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, let B ∈ L and let S be a multi-
plicative subset of L. Then Ass(LS/BS) = {QS | Q ∈ Ass(L/B) and s  Q for each s ∈ S}.
Proof. (⊆) Each prime element of LS is of the form QS with Q ∈ L prime and t  Q for each
t ∈ S [2, Theorem 2.7]. Let QS ∈ Ass(LS/BS). Let QS = (BS : yS), y ∈ L principal. Then
s  Q for each s ∈ S . Indeed suppose there exists s ∈ S with s Q. Then sSyS  BS implies
that there exists t ∈ S such that tsy  B . But ts ∈ S then implies yS  BS , a contradiction.
Now QSyS  BS implies that sQy  B for some s ∈ S , and thus s  Q. We claim that
(B : sy) = Q. Clearly (B : sy)Q. For the opposite inequality, let r  (B : sy). Then sry  B .
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prime and t  Q, r Q. Thus Q = (B : sy) ∈ Ass(L/B) and s  Q for each s ∈ S .
(⊇) Let Q ∈ Ass(L/B) with s  Q for each s ∈ S . To show that QS ∈ Ass(LS/BS), let
Q = (B : y), y ∈ L. Then yS  BS . We claim that (BS : yS) = QS . Clearly QS  (BS : yS).
Suppose rSyS  BS . Then sry  B for some s ∈ S . But then since sr  (B : y) = Q and s ∈ S ,
r Q. Thus QS = (BS : yS) ∈ Ass(LS/BS). 
Theorem 8.7. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice and let A ∈ L. Then
∞⋃
n=1
Ass(L/An/e) =
∞⋃
n=1
Ass
(
L/
(
An
)
a
)⊆ ∞⋃
n=1
Ass
(
L/An
)
.
Proof. By Theorem 8.1, it suffices to show
⋃∞
n=1 Ass(L/(An)a) ⊆
⋃∞
n=1 Ass(L/An). Let P ∈
Ass(L/(An)a). By Lemma 8.5 and Proposition 8.6, to show P ∈ Ass(L/An) we may first local-
ize, and thus we assume that P is maximal.
Since P ∈ Ass(L/(An)a) we have P = ((An)a :R x) for some principal x. Thus Px  (An)a .
By [12, Theorems 2 and 3], (An)a =∨{Y ∈ L | there exists j ∈ N such that Y j+i  Ani for
all i  0}. Thus there exists a positive integer j such that (Px)j+i  Ani for all i  0. Further,
xj+i  Ani for some i  0 since x  (An)a . Thus we may choose k minimal such that P kxj+i 
Ani . Then P  (Ani : P k−1xj+i ) 
= R. Then by maximality of P , P = (Ani : P k−1xj+i ) ∈
Ass(L/Ani). 
Since the finiteness of
⋃∞
n=1 Ass(L/An) is relatively straightforward (see [4,7]) (and in fact
easily extends to modules), the above theorem furnishes an alternate proof of the finiteness of the
set
⋃∞
n=1 Ass(L/(An)a), but without identifying this set of primes.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems 8.7 and 8.1.
Corollary 8.8. Let L be a Noetherian multiplicative lattice, let A ∈ L, let T = {v1, . . . , vr} be a
minimal subset of ReesA such that vA = min{vi/ei | i = 1, . . . , r} and for each i let Pi be the
center of vi on L. Then {P1, . . . ,Pr } ⊆⋃∞n=1 Ass(L/An).
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